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ABSTRACT
Articular cartilage injury is prevalent in football players and results from chronic joint stress or acute traumatic injuries. Articular cartilage injury can often result in progressive painful impairment of joint function and limit sports participation. Management of articular cartilage injury in athletes aims to return the player to competition, and requires effective and durable joint surface restoration that resembles normal hyaline articular cartilage that can withstand the high joint stresses of football. Existing articular cartilage repair techniques can return the athlete with articular cartilage injury to high-impact sports, but treatment does not produce normal articular cartilage, and this limits the success rate and durability of current cartilage repair in athletes. Novel scientific concepts and treatment techniques that apply modern tissue engineering technologies promise further advancement in the treatment of these challenging injuries in the high demand athletic population. We review the current knowledge of cartilage injury pathophysiology, epidemiology and aetiology, and outline existing management algorithms, developing treatment options and future strategies to manage articular cartilage injuries in football players.

THE PROBLEM OF ARTICULAR CARTILAGE INJURY IN FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Epidemiology and injury mechanisms

Football, the most popular sport in the world, is played by more than 300 million people. Increasing participation is associated with an increase in articular cartilage injuries in the high-impact sport, particularly at the competitive and world class level.1 2 Injury of articular cartilage surfaces occurs in 36% of athletes, which is more than twice than that in the general population.3 Higher injury rates are noted in competitions than during practice, in athletes with body mass index (BMI) over 30, and in certain playing positions.4

Articular cartilage injury in athletes may occur in two separate pathways. Chronic repetitive loading of the articular cartilage during sports activity can lead to progressive articular cartilage degradation with accumulation of catabolic enzymes and cytokines, fragmentation of collagen and aggrecan, and resultant fissuring and progressive breakdown of the articular surface.5 The sports-associated chronic biochemical and metabolic changes are similar to the changes described in early osteoarthritis (OA) and contribute to the progressive joint degeneration observed in athletes.5 The high demands on the joint observed in impact athletes lead to a high incidence of cartilage abnormalities in asymptomatic athletes.6 Continued high-intensity loading, particularly in association with additional joint pathology, such as meniscal deficiency, joint instability or axis deviation, can cause symptoms and lead to rapid progression of cartilage injury.7 8 A study of Scandinavian athletes with isolated severe chondral damage in the weight-bearing condyles demonstrated a significant decline of athletic activity 14 years after injury, with radiographic evidence of OA.9 These results are supported by the up to 12-fold increased risk of knee OA in football athletes, particularly at the elite level.8 10 11

Normal articular cartilage possesses the ability to adjust to the level of activity. Increasing weight-bearing activity in athletes increases the volume and thickness of articular cartilage,12 13 and in the healthy athlete, there is a positive linear dose–response relationship between repetitive loading activities and articular cartilage function. However, this dose-response curve reaches a threshold after which there is maladaptation and articular cartilage injury.13 High-impact joint loading above this threshold decreases cartilage proteoglycan content, increases levels of degradative enzymes and causes chondrocyte apoptosis.14 15 If the integrity of the functional weight-bearing unit is lost, either through acute sports-related injury or chronic microtrauma, a chondropaenia results—loss of articular cartilage volume and stiffness, increased contact pressures, and development or progression of articular cartilage defects. Without intervention, chondropaenia contributes to the deterioration of articular cartilage function in athletes and can ultimately progress to OA and the inability to participate in the sport.

Besides a chronic pathway, acute traumatic articular cartilage injury in football players can frequently occur in association with other joint injuries, such as ligament or meniscal tears or dislocations. Depending on the force on the joint, acute traumatic cartilage injury may present with a spectrum of severity, such as (1) acute macroscopic chondral and osteochondral defects, or (2) a less obvious ultrastructural injury to the articular cartilage with disruption of chondral collagen and the proteoglycan network, as well as direct cell damage and apoptosis that may lead to gradual degradation of the articular cartilage.13 15 16 Irrespective of their origin, articular cartilage injuries in football athletes will often limit the athlete’s ability to play sport. Besides causing loss of playing time, progressive articular cartilage degeneration and OA, which occurs in up to 32% of football players, is a major cause for disability and retirement from the sport.10 11 17
CLINICAL EVALUATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF CARTILAGE DEFECTS IN FOOTBALL PLAYERS

A systematic approach to assessment of chondral lesions in athletes is critical to guide treatment (figure 1). Obtaining a thorough history of athletes with knee cartilage defects is the first step. Symptoms from cartilage defects are usually non-specific and can mimic other knee pathology, such as meniscal tears.

Pain with weight bearing often presents with impact activities. Catching and locking sensations can arise from cartilage flaps or larger defects. Joint effusion is frequently reported, particularly after demanding impact activities. Defects of the femoral condyles often produce focal tenderness over the condyle rather than the joint line. Patellar or trochlear lesions usually lead to pain when ascending or descending stairs, driving a car, getting out of a chair or squatting. Symptoms of patellar instability may be reported.

The knee should be routinely evaluated for ligamentous instability, patellar maltracking or instability, or lower extremity malalignment. The patient’s BMI should be assessed.

Plain radiographs, including weight-bearing anteroposterior and lateral views, Rosenberg views, long-leg films and Merchant views to identify osteochondral lesions, joint space narrowing, patellar maltracking or lower extremity malalignment are taken. Cartilage sensitive MRI presents a sensitive, specific and accurate tool for non-invasive diagnosis of articular cartilage injury. It provides useful information about meniscal and ligamentous status, subchondral bone, lesion size and depth. Owing to the pathological changes in the surrounding cartilage, the final size of the defect usually is larger than defect size measured on pre-operative MRI. New functional MRI techniques, such as delayed gadolinium-enhanced MRI (dGEMRIC), T2 mapping or T1 rho provide insights into the biochemical and biomechanical status of cartilage and the subchondral bone in addition to morphological appearance. High powered (>3 T) MRI can be as reliable as arthroscopy in diagnosing chondral defects but not for differentiating between grade II and III lesions.

Despite advances in MRI technology, chondral lesions may remain undetected until arthroscopy. A number of systems have been described to classify chondral injury during arthroscopy. The Outerbridge, Bauer and Shariaree systems are validated, qualitative arthroscopic classifications that grade lesions 1–4. The chondropaenia severity score provides objective scores based on anatomical location of cartilage injury and meniscal status, and correlates with patient-reported outcomes.

Clinical outcome tools should be used to measure the patient’s subjective symptoms and to monitor disease progression or response to treatment. Valid patient-reported outcome measures that are specific for the knee and used for prospective evaluation of knee articular cartilage repair include the knee injury and outcome score (KOOS), and the International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) score. In athletes, activity-related scores, such as Tegner score and Marx activity rating scale, are valid tools as well. The International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) has developed a classification for knee evaluation that helps to provide uniform standards. This system includes factors identified through the clinical history, examination and investigations. The ICRS systematic method enables understanding of the ‘injury personality’ based on nine variables that influence management: aetiology, defect thickness, lesion size, degree of containment, location, ligamentous integrity, meniscal integrity, alignment and relevant factors in the patient’s history.

TODAY’S OPTIONS FOR TREATMENT OF CARTILAGE INJURY IN FOOTBALL PLAYERS

The rationale for management of cartilage defects is based on understanding the pathophysiology underlying chondral lesions. The relative avascularity of articular cartilage prevents a physiological inflammatory response to cartilage injury and limits spontaneous repair of articular cartilage injury. Repetitive loading of the injured articular cartilage during sports activity leads to cellular degeneration, accumulation of catabolic enzymes and
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**Figure 1**  Algorithm for the current treatment options for articular cartilage repair in the athlete. OATS, osteochondral autograft transplantation; OCA, osteochondral allograft; ACT, autologous chondrocyte transplantation; MASS, mesenchymal augmentation and scaffold stimulation; MACI, matrix-associated chondrocyte implantation.
cytokines, disruption of collagen ultrastructure and progressive macroscopic breakdown of the articular surface.\textsuperscript{5}

Owing to the detrimental effect of high-impact articular loading, articular cartilage surface restoration should withstand the substantial mechanical joint stresses of up to 20 times body weight generated during high-impact, pivoting sports.\textsuperscript{3–11} Goals of treatment are to reduce pain, increase mobility, improve knee function and ideally allow the player to return to sport at the preinjury level.\textsuperscript{6} Several surgical techniques have achieved successful return to sport after articular cartilage repair with variable durability.\textsuperscript{10–33}

However, surgery does not produce completely normal hyaline articular cartilage. Note that existing joint pathology, such as instability, malalignment or meniscal deficiency, must be corrected to produce a successful and lasting cartilage repair.\textsuperscript{33–35} Concomitant pathology can be addressed at the initial surgery or subsequently in a staged approach. The simultaneous approach reduces the need for prolonged, repeated rehabilitation and absence from sport, and does not delay return to sport. Importantly, rehabilitation is critical for the success of any cartilage repair procedure and new concepts for cartilage rehabilitation in the athlete continue to develop.\textsuperscript{34–36}

**Marrow stimulation techniques (mesenchymal stem cells)**

First-generation microfracture still presents the most frequently used cartilage repair technique in athletes and uses pluripotent marrow-dervied mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) which subsequently produce a mixed fibrocartilage repair tissue that contains varying amounts of type II collagen.\textsuperscript{33–39} Knee function improves in 58–95\% of athletes after microfracture and activity scores improve significantly. In total, 44–95\% of athletes returned to competition after microfracture—57\% at the preoperative level. Best results were seen with surgery within 12 months of injury—the younger than 40 years and lesion size ≤200 mm.\textsuperscript{2} After initial functional improvement, there was deterioration of knee function in 47–80\% of athletes 18–36 months postsurgery, but knee function still remained better than before surgery after 10 years.\textsuperscript{40} The exact reason for the functional decline is not known but insufficient volume of cartilage repair, limited integration of new material to the surrounding cartilage or subchondral bone changes may contribute.\textsuperscript{37–39}

**Osteochondral transplantation**

Osteochondral autograft transplantation restores hyaline cartilage by harvesting cylindrical osteochondral grafts from areas of limited weight bearing and transfers them into small to midsize (1–4 cm\textsuperscript{2}) defects of weight-bearing cartilage using a press-fit technique. Prospective studies have evaluated this technique in athletes and demonstrated up to 95\% good or excellent results, with significantly improved knee function scores after 26–36 months.\textsuperscript{34–42} Return to athletic activity was reported in 61–93\% as early as 4–9 months postoperatively. Some athletes showed a decrease of athletic activity after 7 years.\textsuperscript{42} Longer preoperative symptoms and age >30 years were associated with decreased return to sport. Donor site morbidity may occur immediately after surgery, but this appears to resolve.

Osteochondral allografts (ie, from cadavers) avoid donor site morbidity and restore hyaline cartilage in large and deep chondral and osteochondral lesions. To optimise chondrocyte viability, matrix composition and mechanical properties, hypothermically stored cartilage grafts should be implanted within 14–21 days of graft harvest. The best function and fastest incorporation is observed for thin grafts (<15 mm). Osteochondral allograft transplantation in athletes allowed 88\% to return to sport and 79\% to their preinjury level.\textsuperscript{43} Better outcomes were seen in athletes younger than 25 years and in those with symptoms less than 1 year. Besides osteochondral allograft and autograft, synthetic bilayer scaffolds have been developed that mimic the anatomy of osteochondral plugs. However, the results in the high demand athletic population have not yet been established.\textsuperscript{44–46}

**Cartilage cell-based repair techniques**

The concept of using cartilage cells (chondrocytes) in the repair of articular cartilage defects was first reported in humans in 1994.\textsuperscript{47} Autologous chondrocyte transplantation is a two-stage technique for hyaline-like repair of full-thickness articular cartilage lesions in the knee. It has provided long-term functional improvement for up to 20 years and functional MRI, using dGEMRIC technology, shows repair tissue quality similar to the surrounding normal cartilage 18 years after implantation.\textsuperscript{46–47} Two prospective multicentre studies in athletes, including football players, showed good to excellent results in 72–96\% of athletes, with improved activity scores in 82–100\%.\textsuperscript{48–49} Between 33\% and 96\% returned to high-impact athletics, while 60–80\% were at the same skill level. Return to sport was best in competitive football athletes (83\%) and adolescent athletes (96\%), and 87\% of returning athletes maintained their ability to perform 52 months after surgery. Athletes with single lesions, age >25 years, and short preoperative intervals had the best rate of return to sport.

Limitations of this first-generation technique included its invasiveness, prolonged postoperative rehabilitation and graft delamination from periosteal hypertrophy. Sport-specific rehabilitation has been successful in reducing the time to return to sport to as low as 10 months; substitution of the periosteum with a collagen membrane has reduced the risk for hypertrophy and delamination while maintaining the excellent clinical results of the first-generation technique.\textsuperscript{50–51}

Second-generation autologous cartilage transplantation techniques use biodegradable scaffolds to temporarily support the chondrocytes until they are replaced by matrix components synthesised from the implanted cells (figure 2). Scaffolds can be based on carbohydrates, protein polymers, artificial polymers or composite polymer matrices. Matrix-associated chondrocyte implantation (MACI) has been used with excellent results in Europe and Australia, but is not routinely available in the USA. The biomatrix seeded with chondrocytes reduces surgical invasiveness and demonstrated improved knee function scores, KOOS sports and activity scores, minimal graft hypertrophy and hyaline-like repair tissue.\textsuperscript{52} Arthroscopic MACI has been described and showed improvement of knee function in 90\% of athletes/patients, with improvement persisting to 5 years.\textsuperscript{39–51} Better results were seen in patients younger than 30 years and athletes participating in higher level competitive sports.

**Rehabilitation and return to sport**

Rehabilitation aims to enable return to full sporting activity, prevent reinjury and minimise the progression to OA by facilitating a mechanical environment for the local adaption and remodelling. Owing to the complex nature of cartilage repair and the variable defect characteristics and comorbidities, rehabilitation requires an individualised approach and it should be recognised that not all athletes will return to their preinjury levels of function after articular cartilage repair.

Rehabilitation must be adapted to the biology of the surgical repair technique, individual cartilage defect specifications and each athlete’s sport-specific demands. This can be achieved by a
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The text continues with further details on specific treatments and outcomes in athletic populations.
stepwise, phased rehabilitation approach consisting of (1) an initial protection and joint activation phase, (2) a progressive joint loading and functional restoration phase, and finally (3) an activity restoration phase. The length of rehabilitation ultimately depends on an individual’s performance at each stage of rehabilitation. Consideration must be given to the method of surgical repair, as each approach has specific healing constraints. Thus, the type of surgery will determine how early weight bearing can start. A key benefit of osteochondral grafting is that early weight bearing can be tolerated due to graft stability. This is not the same with ACI/MACI or microfracture, where the repair construct has to be given time to embed in the subchondral bone. However, accelerated rehabilitation protocols have been developed for patients with ACI/MACI and reduce time to return to sport to less than 12 months.50 54 55

Addressing concomitant injuries, such as anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) ruptures, is critical in the success of cartilage repair strategies. Combined procedures (ACL reconstructions, high tibial osteotomy, and meniscal allografts and repair) do not adversely affect the return-to-sport rate after cartilage repair. However, rehabilitation guidelines may need to be modified taking into account the healing characteristics of the concomitant lesion.

Irrespective of the technique used, the rate for return to sports is higher for younger and more competitive athletes.56 Athletic and quadriceps deconditioning, thickened subchondral bone in chronic lesions and expanding lesion margins may all delay successful return.57 Other patient-specific factors, including no prior surgical interventions, and higher preinjury and postsurgical level of sports, also correlate with improved clinical outcomes and higher rate of return to sports.58 Defect-specific factors, such as smaller lesion size and isolated medial femoral condyle lesion location, also correlated with successful return to sports and better clinical results. Conversely, longer preoperative duration of symptoms >12 months was a negative prognostic factor for returning to athletic activity.57

TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS FOR ARTICULAR CARTILAGE INJURY IN ATHLETES

Emerging treatment strategies

To address the limitations of existing cartilage repair technology, the continued scientific and clinical evolution aims to provide complex and individualised treatment options to treat articular cartilage injury in the football player. These evolving technologies aim to achieve more hyaline cartilage repair of high quality, faster progression of cartilage repair rehabilitation with quicker return to sports and more consistent durability of high-impact sports participation. Since injuries to articular cartilage of the knee present one of the most common causes of permanent disability in athletes, management of articular cartilage in this high-demand population has important long-term implications.

NON-OPERATIVE OPTIONS

Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) has been used safely; its proposed healing properties are attributed to the increased concentrations of autologous growth factors and secretory proteins that may enhance recruitment, proliferation and differentiation of cells involved in tissue regeneration.59 While the few studies evaluating platelet aggregates in the treatment of chondral lesions or OA report decreased pain in the postinjection period compared with hyaluronic acid,60 61 these do not allow for comparative analysis of clinical effectiveness. There is currently insufficient evidence for PRP to be recommended in key guidelines, but well-designed randomised controlled trials are being conducted to test the clinical utility of PRP in this setting. Besides injection of growth factor combinations, injections of individual growth factors, such as transforming growth factor β3 and bone morphogenetic protein 7, to induce chondrogenic marker gene expression for type II/IX collagen, cartilage oligometric matrix protein and aggrecan with both qualitative and quantitative improvement of joint articular cartilage or repair tissue have been tested; controlled clinical studies are pending.62 63

SURGICAL OPTIONS

Mesenchymal augmentation and scaffold stimulation techniques

New technologies have been developed to improve the limitations of first-generation marrow stimulation technologies. These second-generation technologies are based on marrow-derived
MSC, and use modern tissue engineering technologies, such as growth factors and scaffolds, to augment and facilitate chondrogenic differentiation for both qualitative and quantitative improvement of repair cartilage tissue.64 Clinical evaluation of these mesenchymal augmentation and scaffold stimulation technologies has been encouraging. Autologous Matrix-Induced Chondrogenesis (AMIC, Geistlich, Princeton, New Jersey, USA) demonstrated high satisfaction in 87% of treated patients and improved knee scores as early as 12 months.65 One report showed successful return to professional football 10 months after AMIC.66 Similarly, in situ solidification of the microfracture clot with the thrombogenic and adhesive polysaccharide polymer chitosan-glycerol phosphate (BST-Cargel, Piramal Healthcare, Laval, Canada) improved cartilage repair tissue volume and biochemical composition compared with microfracture and with better functional knee scores after 24 months.67 Augmentation using a combination of micronised allograft chondrons and autologous growth factors to create a BioCartilage cartilage (Arthrex, Naples, Florida, USA) has also been applied successfully in the clinical setting; however, results in athletes are still pending.68

Bone marrow aspirate concentrate (BMAC) utilises a one-step surgery with concentrated MSC aspirated from the pelvis and injected under a collagen I/III matrix. Early clinical results show improved cartilage repair compared with microfracture in animal models and significant improvement of joint function in humans.69 BMAC may be particularly useful in the treatment of lesions of the tibia plateau where access is often limited by location. Clinical evidence demonstrating efficacy is evolving, but while BMAC offers an interesting therapeutic perspective its clinical data, specifically in the athletic population, are still limited.

**Neocartilage implantation**

Using advanced tissue engineering technology, this two-step technique uses autologous chondrocytes that are seeded in a bovine collagen gel/sponge scaffold. The three-dimensional (3D) construct is incubated under defined hydrostatic pressure in a specifically designed bioreactor stimulating the chondrocytes to produce cartilage matrix proteins and form a firm sponge-like neocartilage containing both active chondrocytes and extracellular matrix (ECM; NeoCart, Histogenics, Waltham, USA). Implantation is performed using a novel bioadhesive which facilitates a minimally invasive surgical approach (figure 3). Clinical trials showed good cartilage fill, peripheral integration and pain relief in 86% of patients up to 2 years after implantation. MRI T2 mapping demonstrated hyaline cartilage in 57%.70 A larger prospective, randomised comparison of this technique with microfracture is currently being completed.

**Cartilage allograft implantation**

Repair of focal articular cartilage defects using allograft cartilage fragments has been recently described (DeNovo, Zimmer, Warsaw, USA). Hyaline cartilage fragments are obtained from juvenile donor joints and contain viable juvenile chondrocytes that possess significantly (up to ×100) higher metabolic activity than adult chondrocytes. The small cartilage particles are moulded to the size of the recipient cartilage defect and implanted using fibrin glue fixation and a minimally invasive arthroscopy (figure 4). Preliminary results from a prospective, multicentre case series, with follow-up of 25 patients of up to 24 months, demonstrated improved IKDC and KOOS scores as well as good cartilage repair tissue fill of the defects on MRI.79 Larger, intermediate-term prospective clinical evaluation is currently under way using this technique to further evaluate the long-term results of this technique.

**Novel scientific approaches**

**Novel chondrogenic cell sources**

Although articular cartilage is generally thought to have poor self-renewal capacity, articular cartilage lesions undergoes perfect regeneration in the womb.71,72 Scar-free fetal healing occurs in many tissue types and continues to inspire the design of regenerative environments to aid in healing of adult tissues. In articular cartilage, one of the most intriguing discoveries of the past decade is the existence of cartilage progenitor cells (CPCs) in the tissue.73–78 These progenitor cells are distinguishable from resident chondrocytes by their migratory behaviour,
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Figure 3  Intraoperative images of articular cartilage defect in an athlete’s knee (A). A neocartilage disk generated from autologous cartilage cells in a bioreactor (B) is used to create an implant fitted to the dimensions of the defect and providing immediate neocartilage fill (C).
multidifferentiation capacity and clonogenicity. In young healthy cartilage, the outgrowth of CPCs can form abundant neocartilage. Interestingly, CPCs may also be present in adult tissue, and repair tissue from late stage OA cartilage and their migration can be stimulated by mechanical damage, possibly through the release of chemoattractants from apoptotic cells.

Injectable chondroinductive materials

With the identification of progenitor cells in articular cartilage comes the hope that these cells could be harnessed to heal damaged cartilage. If this approach were successful, it would eliminate the extensive cell culturing and expensive regulatory complexities required for cell-based therapies. A successful application of CPCs, however, will require a biomaterial which induces migration, but also has the optimal biomechanical, immunological and biochemical 3D environment to control the fate of the regenerating cells. This material should, furthermore, be injectable, adhere to the lesion surface and have tunable biostability/degradability. Indeed, the field is turning increasingly towards acellular biomaterials with boosted bioactivity and functionality.

Scaffolds based on decellularised cartilage ECM represent one fruitful way to incorporate some of the vast complexity of the native chondrocyte microenvironment into a scaffold. Other options are materials with cues for cell migration and adhesion, and growth factor binding which are anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and/or antiangiogenic. Although to date there is not a single biomaterial which incorporates all of the above properties, combinations of polymeric systems, called interpenetrating networks, can increase the overall functionality of the material.

Bioprinting of complex cartilage structures

For repair of large osteochondral lesions, one emergent technology for production of patient-specific grafts is 3D bioprinting. Though still in the experimental stage, cartilaginous organs have been appealing early targets for bioprinting technology because they are relatively simple tissues with a single cell type, an absence of vasculature and a function which is primarily structural in nature. The zonal organisation of articular cartilage is also particularly amenable to bioprinting, which is a layer-by-layer additive procedure. Bioprinting involves the extrusion of special biofriendly polymers which can be deposited in 3D space. As in the case of injectable biomaterials, the ‘bioinks’ used for organ printing can also be given enhanced function using similar concepts as those aforementioned (Figure 5).

Lee et al. bioprinted an acellular humeral head scaffold and obtained complete regeneration of the synovial surface by loading the scaffold with growth factors, which in turn stimulated the migration and/or differentiation of endogenous CPCs. Several studies have also demonstrated the biological benefit of incorporating particulate ECM particles, such as BioCartilage.
into the bioinks. The vision of bioprinting patient-specific osteochondral structures to replace injured joints lies in the future. Challenges include nourishing the cells residing in the core of large printed structures, adhesion of printed structures to the native tissue and design of a material which is at the same time biodegradable, cell-friendly and mechanically robust.

Scientific collaboration

Progress in articular cartilage restoration in athletes relies on close collaboration between basic scientists, clinical cartilage experts, athletes and sports organisations. FIFA has recognised the importance of articular cartilage injury in the football player and plays a critical role as a catalyst for scientific progress in this area of football medicine. Research studies by FIFA-Medical Assessment and Research Center (F-MARC) have identified articular cartilage injuries as a serious knee injury that can be associated with inability to play.63

F-MARC and the ICRS have found a common goal and developed an active collaboration in an effort to help advance the science and the understanding of articular cartilage injury and degeneration in the football player as well as the options for its treatment and prevention. As part of the efforts to advance science and education of cartilage injury in football, FIFA established the ‘Cartilage Regeneration Professorship’ at the Swiss Federal Institute (ETH Zurich), published a special supplement on cartilage injuries in the football player in the journal Cartilage,86 convened regular ICRS scientific focus meetings in the FIFA auditorium in Zurich and sponsored a FIFA/ICRS science award. Regular FIFA symposia at the ICRS World Congress have provided a foundation to develop innovative prevention and treatment strategies that aim to further reduce the incidence of cartilage injury and risk of OA in football players of all ages and skill levels.
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